As complexities and expenses have increased, the US health care industry has become a growing target for disruption. Health care spending as a percentage of US GDP has more than doubled in the past 40 years, from 8.1% in 1976 to 17.9% in 2016. Health care expenditures have also shifted across different categories over time, with hospital care now representing the single largest category. Retail outlet sales of medical products (pharmaceuticals and medical equipment), residential, home health, and nursing facilities administration have noticeably increased, alongside drops in research and investment spending.

**NATIONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES (% OF GDP)**
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**2016 HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES**
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**Disruption**

We believe that technology, lack of price transparency across the health care supply chain, and general obscurity throughout the extraordinarily complex $3.3 trillion system have all made the industry a target for disruptive technologies. The issue has also become highly political, drawing the attention of the executive branch. In a recent speech, President Trump presented a blueprint, though light on details, for slowing the rise of health care costs.

In February, Amazon announced that it was teaming up with two of the leading corporate giants across different verticals, Berkshire Hathaway and JPMorgan, to create an independent health care company for their US employees. And on June 20th, the next step in their partnership was announced with the appointment of Dr. Atul Gawande as its Chief Executive Officer, effective July 9th.
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The company will be “free from profit-making incentives and constraints” and focused on technology solutions to solve the problem of rising health care costs. The consortium will be led by executives from the three companies. While the new company will initially serve the consortium’s employees, it could eventually offer products to other consumers as well.

**POTENTIAL MARKET IMPACTS**

The near-term impact of this initiative looks limited as sub-sectors like health insurance benefit from a head start in terms of data, technology, network, business platform and pharmacy access. The health insurance space is also a very complex system with regulatory hurdles. Although the administration has attempted to pass regulatory reform, they have not yet been able to agree on changes. But the technological, operational and financial strength of the consortium may have significant potential to transform the industry over time. Currently, the three companies employ over 1 million individuals across the globe. Amazon brings technical and consumer-related experience. JPMorgan brings capital markets and M&A expertise. Berkshire Hathaway brings regulatory experience and knowledge across diversified industries – from rails and utilities to industrials and insurance, although it lacks a health care subsidiary as of yet.

The entrance of disruptive forces in the health care space has caused companies to play defense. As a result, we are seeing vertical integration deal announcements as horizontal M&A deals were largely shut down by regulators a couple of years ago due to anti-trust concerns. CVS is currently in the process of acquiring Aetna, while Cigna is looking to acquire Express Scripts. One of the key risks for credits in the near term is how defensive positioning will impact balance sheets. CVS raised $40B in the debt capital markets to fund the Aetna deal, the third largest corporate bond deal to date as seen on the table on the left. It will see leverage rise and its ratings downgraded in the short term, with the goal of de-leveraging post-close. Cigna also plans to raise $22.5B in the debt markets to fund the Express Scripts deal, which will also increase leverage.
Market reaction tends to be sell first and ask questions later. Since last year, the fear of Amazon entering the health care space has sent ripples across the sector, similar to what transpired in the grocer space following Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods. Although drug suppliers’ share prices were initially impacted after the October announcement of Amazon’s plans to enter the market by gaining pharmacy distribution licenses, they have since retraced some of the weakness related to the announcement.

LINGERING QUESTIONS

A flurry of mergers & acquisitions, tax reform, strong balance sheets, demographic shifts, and a severe flu season provided some uplift to health care stocks earlier this year. But health care inflationary pressures continue to be tackled. In January, three of the largest not for profit systems in the country including Ascension, Intermountain Health, and SSM Health announced plans to create their own independent non-profit drug company. The project will be done in consultation with the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Still, many unanswered questions could weigh until the risks are better understood.

• Will other employers join the Amazon consortium?
• Would the consortium look to partner with insurers?
• How will the consortium keep insurance costs competitive?
• Is this initiative in conjunction with other Amazon ambitions in the health care space?
• What actions will other health care names take in defense?
• How will disruption impact not for profit health care systems, which account for over two thirds of hospital beds in the nation?

We will continue to closely watch the health care space as these disruptions progress.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

This material is proprietary to Fiera Capital, Inc. ("Fiera Capital"). This document is intended for information purposes only and may not be relied upon in evaluating the merits of investing in any Fiera Capital investment vehicle or portfolio.

The information provided reflected Fiera Capital's views as of the date of this presentation. Such views are subject to change at any point without notice. Some of the information provided herein is from third party sources and/or compiled internally based on internal and/or external sources and are believed to be reliable at time of production but such information is not guaranteed for accuracy or completeness and was not independently verified. Fiera Capital is not responsible for any errors arising in connection with the preparation of the data provided herein. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of such information by Fiera Capital or any other person; no reliance may be placed for any purpose on such information; and no liability is accepted by any person for the accuracy and completeness of any such information.

These materials are not intended as investment advice or a recommendation of any security or investment strategy for a specific recipient; investments or strategies that may be described herein are provided as general market commentary. Nothing herein constitutes an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities, nor does it constitute an endorsement with respect to any investment area or vehicle.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Discussions regarding potential future events and their impact on the markets are based solely on historic information and Fiera Capital's estimates and/or opinions and are provided for illustrative purposes only. A number of the comments in this document are based on current expectations and are considered “forward-looking statements.” Actual future results, however, may prove to be different from expectations. The opinions expressed are a reflection of Fiera Capital's best judgment at the time this document is compiled, are subject to change at any time without prior notice, cannot be guaranteed as being accurate, and any obligation to update or alter forward looking statements as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise is disclaimed. Furthermore, these views are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any individual investment strategy/style, security, asset class, markets generally, nor are they intended to predict the future performance of any Fiera Capital investment vehicle or portfolio.